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https://github.com/pharmbio/aros

Lab automation as code

Logs capture experiments at high detail

Checkpoint('batch_1')
WaitForCheckpoint('batch_1') + 'plate_1_get_delay'
EnqueueOnMachine(incubator, RunMachine(incubator, 'get L1'))
RunMachine(robotarm, 'goto incubator')
WaitForMachineReady(incubator)
RunMachine(robotarm, 'get from incubator')
RunMachine(robotarm, 'lid off')
RunMachine(robotarm, 'to washer')
EnqueueOnMachine(washer, [

WaitForCheckpoint('batch_1') + 'plate_1_wash_delay',
RunMachine(washer, 'wash_2X_before_mito.LHC')])

EnqueueOnMachine(dispenser, [
Idle('mito_prime_delay', optimize='maximize'),
RunMachine(dispenser, 'mito_prime.LHC')])

WaitForMachineReady(washer)
RunMachine(robotarm, 'wash to disp')
WaitForMachineReady(disp)
EnqueueOnMachine(dispenser, RunMachine(dispenser, 'mito_40ul.LHC'))
WaitForMachineReady(disp)
Checkpoint('plate_1_incubation_1')
...

A lab automation protocol in our developed DSL
Enables reproducible experiments.

https://github.com/pharmbio/aros


Goal: Reproducible, fault-tolerant, 
scalable execution on infrastructure

Analysis as code: Scientific workflows

• Lampa S et al. SciPipe: A workflow library for agile development of complex and dynamic bioinformatics pipelines. Gigascience. 8, 5 (2019)
• Spjuth O et al. Approaches for containerized scientific workflows in cloud environments with applications in life science. F1000Research. 10, 513 (2021)
• Capuccini M, et al. MaRe: Container-Based Parallel Computing with Data Locality ArXiv. 1808.02318 (2018)
• Novella JA et al. Container-based bioinformatics with Pachyderm. Bioinformatics. 35, 5, 839-846. (2018)
• Lampa S et al. Towards agile large-scale predictive modelling in drug discovery with flow-based programming design principles. Journal of Cheminformatics. 8, 67. (2016)



Analysis as code: Notebooks
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Experimental stage

Method described in OA article
(https://doi.org/10.1186/s12915-021-01086-1 )

>13000 raw microscopy images 
FigShare: https://doi.org/10.17044/scilifelab.14188403.v1

Data generation

Image analysis pipelines
○ Illumination, QC, Feature extraction

Extracted features
FigShare: https://doi.org/10.17044/scilifelab.14188403.v1

Image Analysis

Quality control- segmentation - classification - feature extraction

METHODOLOGY ARTICLE Open Access

A phenomics approach for antiviral drug
discovery
Jonne Rietdijk1, Marianna Tampere2,3, Aleksandra Pettke2, Polina Georgiev1, Maris Lapins1,
Ulrika Warpman-Berglund2, Ola Spjuth1, Marjo-Riitta Puumalainen2 and Jordi Carreras-Puigvert1*

Abstract

Background: The emergence and continued global spread of the current COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the
need for methods to identify novel or repurposed therapeutic drugs in a fast and effective way. Despite the
availability of methods for the discovery of antiviral drugs, the majority tend to focus on the effects of such drugs
on a given virus, its constituent proteins, or enzymatic activity, often neglecting the consequences on host cells.
This may lead to partial assessment of the efficacy of the tested anti-viral compounds, as potential toxicity
impacting the overall physiology of host cells may mask the effects of both viral infection and drug candidates.
Here we present a method able to assess the general health of host cells based on morphological profiling, for
untargeted phenotypic drug screening against viral infections.

Results: We combine Cell Painting with antibody-based detection of viral infection in a single assay. We designed
an image analysis pipeline for segmentation and classification of virus-infected and non-infected cells, followed by
extraction of morphological properties. We show that this methodology can successfully capture virus-induced
phenotypic signatures of MRC-5 human lung fibroblasts infected with human coronavirus 229E (CoV-229E).
Moreover, we demonstrate that our method can be used in phenotypic drug screening using a panel of nine host-
and virus-targeting antivirals. Treatment with effective antiviral compounds reversed the morphological profile of
the host cells towards a non-infected state.

Conclusions: The phenomics approach presented here, which makes use of a modified Cell Painting protocol by
incorporating an anti-virus antibody stain, can be used for the unbiased morphological profiling of virus infection
on host cells. The method can identify antiviral reference compounds, as well as novel antivirals, demonstrating its
suitability to be implemented as a strategy for antiviral drug repurposing and drug discovery.

Keywords: Phenomics, Morphological profiling, Cell Painting, Drug discovery, Antiviral

Background
In the light of the current coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) pandemic caused by severe acute respira-
tory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), the devel-
opment of new therapies against emerging viruses is of
high priority. Understanding how viruses affect the host
cells is key to identify potential targets for treatment.

RNA viruses are characterized by their fast mutation rate
resulting in resilience against antiviral drugs, as well as
heavy reliance on host pathways for replication [1, 2]. In
this context, coronaviruses are an exception to this norm
given the existing RNA proofreading machinery within
their genome, but nevertheless develop treatment escape
mutants [3]. Therefore, host targeting—as well as com-
bination—therapies might be advantageous to battle
current and future virus outbreaks. Hence, new methods
to profile cellular responses during virus infection that
can be used for drug screening are greatly needed.
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Downstream analysis: Jupyter notebooks
○ Image Quality control
○ PCA/PLS-DA, clustering

Github: https://github.com/pharmbio/antiviral-phenomics

Data analysis

https://doi.org/10.1186/s12915-021-01086-1
https://doi.org/10.17044/scilifelab.14188403.v1
https://doi.org/10.17044/scilifelab.14188403.v1
https://github.com/pharmbio/antiviral-phenomics




SciPipe workflows:
https://github.com/pharmbio/ptp-project

API: 
https://ptp.serve.scilifelab.se/docs

GUI: 
https://predgui.serve.scilifelab.se/

https://github.com/pharmbio/ptp-project
https://ptp.serve.scilifelab.se/docs
https://predgui.serve.scilifelab.se/


• Improve FAIR for AI models 
(and apps)

• Layer on top of Kubernetes
• Manage life cycle of AI 

models1

SciLifeLab Serve

https://github.com/scaleoutsystems/stackn

1 Spjuth O, Frid J, and Hellander A.
The Machine Learning Life Cycle and the Cloud: Implications for Drug Discovery
Expert Opinion On Drug Discovery. 16, 9, 1071-1079. (2021). 
DOI: 10.1080/17460441.2021.1932812 https://serve.scilifelab.se

https://github.com/scaleoutsystems/stackn
https://serve.scilifelab.se/


Research group website: http://pharmb.io

http://pharmb.io/


Future vision: Automating 
distributed drug discovery
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